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The history of naval warfare in World War I centers on the Battle of Jutland, the dramatic yet inconclusive 

encounter between the British Grand Fleet and the Kaiser’s High Seas Fleet on 31 May 1916. But these expen-

sive armadas spent most of the war resting at anchor while other ships conducted the real, day-by-day 

fighting in a trade war that featured the successful British blockade of German ports and German retaliation 

by unrestricted submarine attacks on British shipping.  

Historian Matthew Seligmann traces the backgound of this commerce war, which unfolded in ways the 

Admiralty did not anticipate. The British Empire of 1890 depended upon its vast merchant fleet to supply its 

needs from colonies around the globe. These freighters in turn relied on the Royal Navy to guarantee their 

safe passage on the seas. But, as the turn of the century neared, the dominance of these two fleets was no 

longer unchallenged. British admirals, looking out across the North Sea, were disturbed by what they saw: 

This was particularly true after 1897, the year that saw the launch of the express steamer Kaiser Wilhelm der 

Grosse, the first of a series of large four-funnelled liners that would come into service at regular intervals over 

the course of the next decade. These magnificent and eye-catching ships were not just visible testaments to 

the outstanding quality of German engineering, they were also the fastest ocean-going vessels afloat. Indeed, 

in this period, three of them would become, in quick succession, holders of the “Blue Riband,” the much-

coveted prize awarded to the passenger vessel that made the quickest transatlantic crossing. This was first cap-

tured for Germany in 1897 by the NDL [Norddeutscher Lloyd] liner Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse. It was subse-

quently wrested by the HAPAG [Hamburg Amerikanische Paketfahrt AG] steamer Deutschland in 1900, which 

held it until 1906 when it was won back for the NDL by the Kaiser Wilhelm II, which made the journey at an 

average cruising velocity of 23.58 knots. This exceptional turn of speed was not just a fillip for German national 

pride, it also had significant military implications: it meant that, under normal circumstances, there was noth-

ing that could outrun these vessels and nothing that could catch them. Consequently, if armed and set loose 

on the trade routes, they had the potential to cause havoc, easily chasing down slower merchantmen and just 

as easily evading the warships sent to stop them. As such, they had the potential to be ideal auxiliary cruisers 

and presented Germany with a powerful new weapon. (11–12) 

Seligmann devotes his slender book to the British response to this challenge. The Admiralty and the gov-

ernment as a whole considered, and at least partially adopted, several approaches: changing international 

law to ban any country from transforming merchant ships into armed cruisers while at sea; arming large, 

fast British liners; equipping ordinary merchant ships with defensive weapons; creating an intelligence net-

work to track German ships; and building fast new warships that could chase down German auxiliary cruis-

ers.  

Seligmann chronicles how both German and British plans for the trade war evolved between about 1902 

and the outbreak of war in August 1914. He uses not only the considerable secondary literature on the sub-

ject,
1
 but, more significantly, German and British official documents. His painstaking archival work was 

complicated by the British government’s weeding of its archives, especially those of the Admiralty, in the 

past sixty years, which left many of the relevant reports and files catalogued but missing. Fortunately, 

Seligmann’s hard work paid off in some cases: for example, if Royal Navy copies of correspondence on arm-

                     
1. E.g., Arthur Marder, From the Dreadnought to Scapa Flow: The Royal Navy in the Fisher Era, 1904–1919, 5 vols. (NY: Oxford U Pr, 

1961–70), and Nicholas Lambert, Sir John Fisher’s Naval Revolution (Columbia: U South Carolina Pr, 1999), and Planning Armageddon: 
British Economic Warfare and the First World War (Cambridge: Harvard U Pr, 2012). 
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ing merchant ships were lost, he might find them in the Cabinet Office papers or at the Treasury. Nonethe-

less, he has often had to make educated guesses about just what officials actually wrote. Despite this, he 

provides a detailed account of British and German prewar naval strategies.  

British diplomats’ efforts to ban the refitting of merchant ships as auxiliary cruisers were thwarted by 

stubborn German opposition at law-of-the-sea conferences. Although nothing much came of the British 

government’s talks with Cunard and other shipping lines about modifying new liners—the Lusitania and 

Mauretania, for example—to carry guns, the program of Defensively Armed Merchant Ships (DAMS) did 

bear fruit: many such ships were later able to fight off attacks by German surface raiders or U-boats. Still 

more successful, Seligmann believes, was the Admiralty’s creation of a global intelligence network, gather-

ing reports by British officials stationed overseas and merchant captains arriving in ports around the world. 

This system served Britain well in both world wars.  

Seligmann’s discussion of the ultimate solution—building warships that were fast enough to overtake 

any German armed liner—is the best treatment of the origins of the battlecruiser I have seen. The introduc-

tion of steam turbines made it easy to construct large, swift warships that could run down the speedy liners 

despite their high freeboard and powerful engines. In the event, the new class of warships had a checkered 

history—three blew up at Jutland and, in 1941, the Bismarck sank the HMS Hood, the largest battlecruiser 

ever built. Admiral Sir John “Jacky” Fisher, the moving force behind the battlecruiser, never explained exact-

ly what these novel ships
2
 were intended to accomplish. If, as Seligmann believes, they were meant to de-

stroy fast German auxiliary cruisers, why were they built with such heavy armament, when smaller guns 

would have sufficed? And why were they never deployed for that ostensible purpose once the fighting start-

ed? 

Although the text proper of the book concludes with the outbreak of the First World War, an Epilogue 

and Conclusion furnish a succinct explanation of naval actions during the war. Germany did turn four liners 

into Hilfskreuzern, the fast auxiliary cruisers the Admiralty so feared. Seligmann duly notes that the Ger-

man vessels sank only about 400,000 tons of shipping, not much compared to the damage inflicted by the 

later U-boat campaign. But the fates of the four ships were quite dramatic: two engaged in successful com-

merce warfare for months before interning themselves in neutral American ports in 1915. A third was sunk 

by a Royal Navy warship after a short battle. And, finally, the Cap Trafalgar fought a duel with a British 

armed liner, HMS Carmania, that left both vessels badly damaged and on fire. The British ship got credit for 

the victory in this unique  action, when the Cap Trafalgar sank.
3
 Seligmann then tells the story of the fast 

Cunard liners, which did not fight, and of the DAMS, which did—and effectively. He touches as well on the 

role of Royal Navy battlecruisers during the war.  

A real strength of Seligmann’s explanation of British naval policy in the decade leading up to the war is 

his close attention to the interplay between naval officers, prime ministers, and other government and cor-

porate officials in Great Britain. German policy making is addressed as well, but more briefly, with stress on 

the British failure to understand German intentions when it came to arming liners. This book is not aimed 

at most naval history readers, but it will interest scholars who want to know more about how political and 

diplomatic history influence what appear to be military affairs. 

                     
2. They carried the guns of a battleship but with greatly reduced armor, which made possible much higher speeds. 

3. None of this is covered in this book: see further Paul Schmalenbach’s well illustrated German Raiders: A History of Auxiliary 
Cruisers of the German Navy, 1895–1945, trans. Keith Lewis (Annapolis: Naval Inst Pr, 1979 [orig. 1977]), and Wikipedia, under “SS 
Kronprinz Wilhelm,” “SMS Cap Trafalgar,” “SS Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse,” and “SS Prinz Eitel Friedrich (1904).”  


